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This article considers the importance of mass
media in shaping collective memory and suggests
that subtle misrepresentations of the carceral
world in popular film may yield significant long-
term cultural effects. Following a review of the
political radicalism and uprisings that gripped
Great Depression-era American prisons, I survey
43 Hollywood films of the 1930s and consider the
role of the burgeoning prison film genre in
shaping Americans’ collective understanding of
prisoners as political actors. I conclude that
Hollywood writers frequently claimed to reflect
real-world prison unrest with journalistic
objectivity, only to consistently misrepresent
prisoner uprisings as fundamentally apolitical
attempts at escape. Only Hollywood’s most
politically radical screenwriters framed prison
rebellions as organized efforts at improving living
conditions. The result of most writers positing
escape as the dominant motivation for prison
uprisings was that Hollywood films minimized
real-life prisoners’ desires for larger systemic
change and exonerated prison administrators of
malfeasance. These choices set the trajectory for
future prison films to similarly diminish prisoners’
historical legacy as political agitators.

Prisons are at once ubiquitous in our political
discourse and hidden from public view, a state of limbo
that produces a paradoxical feeling of distanced
familiarity. The reality that most members of the public
will never see the inside of a prison only solidifies this
paradox. In questioning why the general public,
members of government, and academics alike assume
the validity and permanence of the prison as a social
institution, Angela Davis singles out the importance of
mass culture, noting that ‘the way we consume media
images of the prison, even as the realities of
imprisonment are hidden from almost all who have not
had the misfortune of doing time,’ is one of the primary
explanations for the public’s assumption of penal

inevitability.1 The sociologists David Wilson and Sean
O’Sullivan echo Davis’s notion, explaining that ‘fictional
presentations of prison are an important source of [the
public’s] ideas and understandings,’ shaping collective
notions of prison life.2 These are important
considerations for penal historians, as they reaffirm the
notion that, if those mass media images of
imprisonment that serve as the public’s primary entrée
behind prison walls do not accurately reflect the
realities of incarceration, society’s subsequent
discussions about prison life will filter through an
ahistoric gaze.

This article considers the effects of Hollywood
mythmaking on popular and academic notions of
American prison inmates as political actors. At present,
academic discussions of organised penal activism’s
origins in the United States overwhelmingly focus on
the nascent collective agitation of the latter-1940s and
1950s, an era most scholars position as the seed of the
more famous American prison radicalism of the 1960s
and 1970s.3 The twelve-year period stretching from
1929 to 1941 that constituted the United States’
Depression Era, however, was as rife with inmate-led
penal radicalism as any in American history. This article
considers one plausible explanation for the collective
amnesia regarding the 1930s, a decade with more
filmic depictions of prison life than any other in history,
according to Paul Mason.4 Following a content analysis
of Depression-era Hollywood prison films and a review
of contemporary prison uprisings, I conclude that,
inadvertently or not, American moviemakers stripped
inmates of their political identities, presenting stories of
organised discontent as mere escape attempts, thereby
marginalising inmates’ critiques of unjust treatment.
This practice likely began with the prototypical prison
film of the age, 1930’s The Big House, which
reimagined real-world uprisings against intolerable
conditions as non-ideological efforts to escape.

This article does not claim that escape itself is
apolitical, as it is often spurred by radical impulses in
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the real world. Hollywood filmmakers, however,
overwhelmingly portray escape attempts as driven by
impulse, not philosophy. For the purposes of this study,
then, I will use the term ‘uprising’ to refer to any effort
on the part of ten or more prisoners to systematically
ease the pains of imprisonment via strikes, riots, or
other coordinated efforts. I label such rebellions ‘inner-
directed,’ by which I mean they are acts of resistance
that hold substantive changes to living conditions
within the prison world, or within the justice system
more broadly, as their ultimate goal. This stands in
contrast to ‘outer-directed’ resistance, or acts of
agitation based in a desire to escape the prison’s
physical structure, thereby alleviating the most obvious
and immediate pains of imprisonment without
challenging the penal system itself in any meaningful
way. Hollywood filmmakers
almost exclusively portrayed
escape as outer-directed,
apolitical opportunism, rather
than as collective, inner-directed
efforts aimed at bettering the
conditions of life inside American
penitentiaries.

The Forgotten Era: 1929-1941

On the eve of the Great
Depression, American prisons
grappled with critical levels of
overcrowding and administrative
instability. Between 1923 and
1930, prison populations
expanded 32.4 per cent, thereby destabilising inmate
life around the country. In the spring of 1929, New York
state prisons at Auburn and Dannemora exploded into
full-scale rioting within six days of each other, followed
just a few days later by a large-scale uprising at USP
Leavenworth Penitentiary in Kansas, which had more
than tripled in population since 1915 and was the
country’s most populous federal penitentiary. In
October, a takeover at Colorado State Prison at Canon
City wrought the deaths of seven guards and five
inmates. Two months later, Auburn saw another
uprising, as state militia killed eight prisoners and an
administrator. In all, these revolts involved more than

7,000 inmates who laid siege to their institutions, razed
buildings, and demanded specific changes to their
living conditions, all at the cost of 27 lives and millions
of dollars in property damages. Furthermore, these
were not the only uprisings that year, as prisoners
undertook smaller, but still significant, agitations in
Arizona, Pennsylvania, California, New Mexico, and
Alabama.5

The events of 1929, along with a further 13
prison uprisings around the nation in 1930, captured
political leaders’ attentions. Both the New York Times
and the Washington Post covered the events closely,
relaying both state and federal government efforts to
understand and alleviate the crisis.6 President Herbert
Hoover, who had already appointed the National
Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement in

1929 to address the nation’s
ongoing penological troubles,
moved for immediate answers in
1930, organising a National
Emergency Committee to reform
the prison system and stem
future violence.7 The famously
cost-conscious Hoover even
pressed Congress to allocate $6.5
million for federal prison
construction to ease
overcrowding, joining 37 state
governments who, in late 1929
and early 1930, rushed to
approve over $200 million in
prison extensions and
improvements with the hope of

stemming prisoner rebellions.8

Heavy public spending and administrative reviews
did little to tamp down prisoners’ efforts, as the country
experienced at least another 75 major incidents of
penal destabilisation from January 1931 to December
1941, when the United States formally entered World
War Two. Time and again, prisoners organised
coordinated efforts to push back against what they
considered appalling and monotonous food,
occasionally winning real concessions.9 Inmate
communities also organised against dangerous or
unfair working conditions, demanding less work, better
jobs, or more pay.10 Most problematic for administrators
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and politicians, though, was the fact that prisoners
frequently agitated against the system itself, which
Edwin Sutherland and C.E. Gehlke described in 1933 as
‘an organised expression of resentment against various
conditions believed to be unjust, of which the most
important is the increased severity of penalties.’11

Mostly, this radical resentment took the form of sit-
down or hunger strikes, with rebels frequently
numbering in the hundreds or even thousands.12

While the inmates of the Great Depression could
not, as the famous Attica rebels of 1971 did, draw on
the larger organising notions, tactics, and language of
the Civil Rights Movement, the political activism of that
decade nonetheless spoke indirectly to larger societal
questions regarding rights and privileges in a modern
multicultural society. When
Colorado inmates laid siege to
their own prison as a means of
lashing out against Ku Klux Klan-
inspired chauvinism amongst the
staff; when 170 Jewish inmates
at USP Lewisburg went on a
hunger strike to protest the
absence of kosher food during
Passover; when convicts at
Pennsylvania’s Eastern State
Prison sat down and refused to
work out of sympathy with their
neighbors at nearby Graterford
Prison, who they believed had
suffered unjust administrative
rebuke for appealing for greater
privileges; or when interracial
coalitions struck against
dangerous living conditions and low pay at Ohio
Penitentiary and USP Leavenworth, respectively,
prisoners transcended the immediate pains of
imprisonment and declared their actions were tied to
concerns larger than themselves.13

The Hollywood Prison

It was in this unique moment of inmate radicalism,
prison overcrowding, and national economic crisis that
Hollywood invented the prison film genre. As the most
powerful medium in American popular culture, dozens
of silent pictures and animated shorts had shared

images of penal life on American screens before the
onset of the Depression.14 However, it was Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s 1930 feature The Big House that set
the standard for Hollywood depictions of prisoner
rebellions, establishing the stylistic and narrative
parameters for future filmmakers wishing to portray
imprisonment on screen. The hugely successful work
emerged from a short treatment by director George
Hill, who was aghast at the 1929 uprisings at
Leavenworth, Auburn, Dannemora, and Canon City. He
wished to craft a popular film with a reformist message
and, along with screenwriter Frances Marion, sought to
tell a ‘story of only one of thousands of boys whose
lives are thrown away on a criminal and ineffectual
system which can be righted and will be if the eyes of

the world are turned upon
present day conditions.’15 As Hill’s
own words attest, Hollywood’s
prototypical prison film began as
a reasoned reflection of concerns
and interests in changing the
system itself, even if the final
product strayed from this
sentiment.

Ultimately a story about the
poisonous social structure of the
prison and the difficulties of
acting morally in an amoral
environment, The Big House
openly laments the ‘dead time’
resulting from an absence of
productive work for willing
inmates; the terrible food and
amenities provided to otherwise-

redeemable men; and, perhaps most importantly,
extreme overcrowding. As the Warden laments ‘we
have 3000 here and cell accommodation for 1800.
They all want to throw people in prison, but they don’t
want to provide for them after they are in.’16 In an
instance of art deviating from life, however, the
crescendo of The Big House sees prisoners storming the
wall in an attempt to escape, only for the
administration to meet them with tanks and gunfire.
What the film does not meaningfully explore is inmates’
desires to overturn the administrative practices the
movie spent two hours critiquing. Setting the model for
future filmmakers, Hill and Marion split from prisoners’
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politicians, Lawes viewed the media as an important
tool for not only shaping policy, but also for burnishing
one’s own professional reputation.27 Movies based on
Lawes’ writings characterised the pains of
imprisonment as anchored in monotony and sameness,
not in cruelty or deprivation. This belief that the worst
elements of incarceration came from within stressed
the need not for major changes to sentencing or parole
policies, or for heavy investment in better food and
safer workspaces, but in distractions, such as Lawes’
own highly publicised varsity prison baseball and
football teams.28

Ultimately, the Hollywood writers accordingly
portrayed wardens from California, New York, and
other non-Southern states as honorable and
paternalistic, capably managing
inmates’ petty squabbles and
personal grudges. This meant
that the very informants who
were supposed to provide insight
into the underlying causes of
national prison unrest served only
to misdirect filmmakers,
intentionally or not, by portraying
prisoners who had clearly stated
concrete demands for change as
undisciplined simpletons, violent
thugs, or Faginesque hustlers in
need of structure, routine, and
occasional frivolity. This view,
based in a firm resistance to
engaging inmates on their own
terms, stressed an ethos of incremental change and,
perhaps ironically, left more representative depictions of
penal unrest in the hands of Hollywood’s most radical
storytellers. 

Hollywood Radicals and Realists

Of the five Depression-era films that present
images of mass prisoner uprisings based in an impulse
other than escaping, two came from the writing team
of Fred Niblo Jr. and Seton Miller, who received an
Academy Award nomination for their 1931 prison
drama The Criminal Code, which they revised for the
1938 remake Penitentiary. In both films, the ‘uprising’
in question takes the form of inmates heckling their
new warden, who they dislike for having previously
served as an effective District Attorney. The films stress
the importance of a strong, fatherly prison head, as the
new warden ends the heckling with a short speech

littered with moralistic platitudes about fairness.
Ultimately, Niblo and Miller’s scripts communicated the
same messages of prisoner impulsivity and
shortsightedness as films depicting outer-directed
resistance.

Only in the second half of the 1930s, deep
within the protracted Depression, did Hollywood
screenwriters even begin to depict inner-directed,
highly organised strike efforts in prisons. Prison Break
(1938) featured two such attempts, portraying the
planning of a sit-down strike on the recreation yard to
protest the cancelation of a baseball game and, later in
the film, a campaign to arrange a work stoppage in
opposition to intolerable food. While the prisoners
abandoned both efforts, the vignettes did reflect some

of the actual stated causes that
real-world prisoners offered for
rebelling. The presence of these
agitations within the plot was
likely due to the role Dorothy
Davenport played in co-authoring
the screenplay. A prolific writer of
silent morality pictures in the
1910s and 1920s, Davenport
joined other Hollywood
reformists in a spirit of municipal
housekeeping by authoring
scripts that focused on the
dangers of white slavery, political
corruption, and, in drawing upon
her own struggles with morphine
dependence, drug addiction.29

Davenport was no radical, but rather an inheritor
of the Progressive tradition of vigorously denouncing
social ills in the public sphere. Early century middle-class
Progressives like Davenport did not tend to look to
radicals for moral guidance, and the Prison Break script
presents a deeply conventional solution to penal strife.
She portrays the prison strikers as almost pre-political,
unaware of the larger implications of their behavior and
destined to fail in the face of administrative power. Her
sympathetic depiction of Joaquin Shannon, a humble
fisherman patiently serving out his sentence for a crime
he did not commit, upholds a liberal, middle-class,
Protestant worldview, stressing the virtues of patience
over revolution. By having Shannon secure his early
release by foiling an escape attempt, she suggests that
an inmate may find his deliverance within the strictures
of a deeply flawed correctional system by upholding the
rules and, perhaps, changing penal failures through
legislative reform.
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Only two Hollywood films of the 1930s depict
large-scale, inner-directed mass prison uprisings that
also feature identifiable philosophies. The earlier of the
two, Dalton Trumbo’s Road Gang (1936), is an explicitly
political commentary on penal authoritarianism,
drawing clear inspiration from Robert E. Burns’
muckraking memoir and its’ celebrated film adaptation,
I am a Fugitive From a Chain Gang, both from 1932.
Road Gang portrays prison as a totalitarian mini-state in
which the cruel Warden Parmenter forces inmates to
abide by his whims by working as miners under the
threat of physical violence. Jim Larrabie, a Chicago
journalist sent to investigate living conditions by posing
as a prisoner himself, finds inmates electrocuted,
flogged, and otherwise brutally cowed into submission.
At one point, Barbara, Jim’s colleague and romantic
interest, tells Parmenter ‘I know how you treat them.
You torture, beat, and brutalise
them until they’re half-mad.’30 As
a result of the warden’s cruelty,
the inmates barricade themselves
in the mine, thereby protecting
Jim from Parmenter’s retribution.
Following a pitched battle
between the prisoners and the
guards, the film ends with the
prisoners refusing to return to
work or lie about their terrible
living conditions on the warden’s
behalf, thereby reaffirming their
rights to humane treatment and
helping the journalists expose the
savagery of Parmenter’s regime.

Road Gang was Trumbo’s first major film, as the
young playwright and novelist penned the script for
Warner Brothers’ B-picture division at the age of just 29.
Embedded with messages about the importance of free
press and social justice, Road Gang is occasionally
clumsy, but it nonetheless stands as the only prison film
of the 1930s to portray a prison population successfully
rising up to secure more humane treatment.31 In its
celebration of grassroots resistance to administrative
brutality, the film fit with the socialistic sympathies of
both Trumbo and his close friend John Bright, who, like
Trumbo, found himself blacklisted from working in
Hollywood following the mid-century House on Un-
American Activities Committee investigations into
Communist influences in Hollywood. 

Perhaps fittingly, Bright co-wrote the only other
Depression-era film to portray a coordinated, inner-
directed prisoner uprising. His script for San Quentin
(1937) was less overtly political than Trumbo’s, instead

portraying inmates organising in the yard in opposition
to perceived favoritism when it came to work
assignments. The film shows the angry inmates howl
with discontentment and clamber on their cell bars to
little effect, as the film’s firm-but-fair protagonist,
Captain Stephen Jameson, handily rides out the strike.
In portraying the rebellion as both understandable and
of marginal value to changing penal policy, Bright’s film
was not only decidedly less revolutionary than
Trumbo’s, but it also had greater fidelity to real life,
wherein prison uprisings overwhelmingly failed to force
desired changes.

That the glossy, well-financed San Quentin was
more true-to-life than Road Gang may be partly
attributable to Bright’s co-author and frequent
collaborator Robert Joyce Tasker who, along with
Robert E. Burns, was one of the very few former prison

inmates to serve as a consultant
during Hollywood’s prison film
boom of the 1930s. Arrested in
1924 at the age of 20 for holding
up a series of cafes in Oakland,
Tasker wrote a short piece called
‘The First Day’ that attracted the
attention of H.L. Mencken’s
American Mercury. Mencken
mentored Tasker through the
publication of the San Quentin
resident’s novel, Grimhaven
(1928), which received critical
and popular acclaim and served
as San Quentin’s source material.
A personal and critical appraisal

of the dehumanising character of life in prison, the
novel resulted in the institution banning Tasker from
writing throughout the rest of his sentence, lest he
bring more negative attention to the institution.32

Within a few years of his 1929 parole, however, Tasker
moved to Hollywood and, by 1932, produced the
screenplay for Hell’s Highway, a feature that explored
the brutal treatment of Southern convict road workers.
His co-writer on that project was Samuel Ornitz, who
joined Trumbo as one of the ‘Hollywood Ten,’ the
American film industry’s first group of blacklisted
suspected Communists, in 1947.33

Tasker and Bright wrote two other prison films
together, The Accusing Finger (1936) and Back Door to
Heaven (1939), both of which focused on the
weaknesses and insufficiencies of the American criminal
justice system. Collectively, Tasker, Bright, Trumbo, and
Ornitz consistently portrayed the prison as a receptacle
for society’s discarded men, a microcosm of Depression-
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